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As redundancy is an important element of biological information exchange, we expect that a potential reiteration of the
orbit is a highlight of this characterization; hence, for the
characterization of behavior, we concentrate on closed orbits.
This idea is in close analogy to decomposing complex dynamical networks into strongly connected subnetworks.11 On
a more general mathematical level, courtship behavior can be
seen as a prototype of complex symbolic dynamics. The description of behavior in terms of closed orbits is therefore
also closely related to the dissection of complex chaotic motion into its periodic orbits.12–14
II. EXPERIMENTS

In our behavioral experiments, normal females in the
immature, mature, and mated states were paired with normal
males in an observation chamber !yielding a set of six distinct protagonist roles". In extension of these experiments,
fruitless15 mutant males were paired with either mature females or mature normal males !resulting in four more protagonist roles". The emergent courtship behavior has tactile,
gustatory, olfactory, acoustic, and visual sensory
dimensions,3,16 with the olfactory and the visual components
being most salient,5,17–19 where the latter is easy to access,
which is why our analysis will focus on that component. The
sensory reduction is not as problematic as one may surmise
as the multidimensional system behavior can, in principle, be
faithfully reconstructed from the single-component measurement, by using embedding techniques !see, e.g., Ref. 20".
Although our analysis is based on time series of one protagonist at a time, we will obtain also considerable insight into
the interplay between partners. In order to eliminate ambiguities in the definition of the behavioral states, we used visual
recordings of the almost neuronal temporal resolution of 30
frames per second. The starting points of every act were
detected using frame-by-frame inspection, and indexed using
the symbols of Table I. As a further increase of this temporal
resolution provides no further information and because the
acts are motorically independent, we refer to them as fundamental. For each possible experimental constellation, five trials of the experiment were performed, using different individuals. The individuals were not previously screened for
whether they would court or not. In this way, out of 50 protagonists two were lost, from a fruitless/mature female experiment that produced no usable results.
III. EVALUATED BEHAVIORAL SIMILARITY

Our definition of behavior leads directly to the following
computational implementation: From the experimental data,
we extract the set of irreducible closed orbits si, i = 1 ¯ n.
This is achieved in the following way. Let a be a symbol file
associated with a given protagonist. We proceed sequentially
through the data file and compare the scanned symbol ai with
symbol ai+d at distance d. If ai = ai+d, we have discovered a
closed orbit of length d. In order to count irreducible orbits
only, we start the search with d = 1, which will give us the
periodic orbits of length 1. In the next search, we increase
the search horizon by one, up to a given maximal length l.
Closed orbits that can be transformed by a rotation into a

TABLE I. Encoding scheme: 37 fundamental acts found in the time series
are encoded into numbers, some of which are sex specific. For illustrations,
see Ref. 17.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

Drosophila acts
Abdobend
Abdotwist
Attemptcop
Circling
Copulation
Decamp
Fencing
Following
Grooming forelegs
Grooming hindlegs
Headpos
Kick hindlegs
Licking
Orientation
Ovipext
Run
Standing
Still
Tapping
Walk left
Walk right
Wingext left
Wingext right
Wingflicks left
Wingflicks right
Wingflutter
Wingspread
Wingwave
Wingflicks unspec.
Grooming midlegs
Tapping forelegs
Kick midlegs
Walk unspec.
Kick unspec.
Wingflap
Run right
Run left

Gender
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male/female
Male
Male
Male/female
Male/female
Male/female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male/female
Male/female
Male/female
Male
Male/female
Male/female
Male
Male
Male/female
Male/female
Female
Male/female
Male
Male/female
Male/female
Male
Female
Male/female
Male/female
Male/female
Male/female
Male/female

closed orbit already found, are identified !i.e., we consider
equivalence classes". In order to arrive at a set of irreducible
orbits, it is checked whether a newly discovered closed orbit
can be obtained by a suitable composition of shorter detected
orbits, in which case the orbit is excluded from the set. The
set of irreducible closed orbits found in this way is unique,
for a given protagonist as well as for the whole behavioral
space, obtained by the union over all protagonists. For given
maximal horizon l smaller than the length of the symbol
series, not all data elements need to belong to a closed orbit.
Our way of extracting periodic orbits is equivalent to the one
used in chaotic orbits expansion,12,13 but, in contrast to the
latter, no attempt is made to also take combinations of fundamental orbits into account, which would be necessary for
the classical orbit expansion. That is because for noisy systems with a small sampling base that we deal with here, the
notion of adjacent orbits needs to be abandoned.
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